### In this Latest Issue

**Greetings from the Bunker:** In this new PDF issue we have four new action-packed scenarios for your ASL enjoyment. Kedge has another nice article, this time looking at the obscure rule section on Bulldozers. Carl Nogueira continues his look at AFVs in his very popular Tactical Tips. I’ll have the Nor’easter and Tussle in the Tundra previews and reviews of the Bunker Bash and Albany Tournament along with all our usual features.

**Delay to the Agno:** As the Japanese juggernaut rolled toward the Agno River and the next defensive line for the Philippine defenders, it was up to the Philippine Scouts Cavalry once again to delay the advance. Can they hold and survive?

**Start Fall Gelb:** The 2nd Panzer Division rolled into Belgium and quickly ran into real resistance from the brave 1st Régiment de Chasseurs Ardennais at Nives. Can the Germans clear the village and allow the advance to continue?

**Grave Situation:** Operation Rösselsprung had failed in its main objective to kill Tito. Now the SS-Fallschirmjägers had only survival in mind as they made their stand at the cemetery west of Drvar. Can the Partisans wipe them out?

**Prescription for the Kommissar:** The final German assault to take the remainder of the Barricades Ordnance Factory once again ran into the fanatic defenders of the 138 Rifle Regiment. Will they finally take the Commissar’s House?